TRANS-USE
Interdisciplinary and international summer school

10/24.7.2019
Toolbox Coworking
Turin

TRANS-forming industrial legacy.
Spatial and economic models of re-USE

The summer school aims to share, in an international comparative framework, innovative approaches and tools for the synergistic design of financial instruments, environmental recovery procedures and urban master planning operating in complex market conditions on large-scale obsolete industrial sites that embody controversial legacies.

Participants will focus on the analysis of case studies of urban industrial legacy and urban production transformation. They will be asked to develop a toolkit (in terms of architecture, urban planning, landscape design, management, environmental and economic sustainability) and present it publicly at the end of the summer school.

CALL FOR ADMISSION
– 8 motivated BA-MA students from Politecnico di Torino – no tuition fees
– 6 motivated BA-MA students from Technion – no tuition fees
– 6 motivated BA-MA students from Tsinghua University – no tuition fees
– Max 5 motivated BA-MA students from other Institutions – fee 500 EUR

The scientific committee will select participants among all applicants based on the following criteria.

REQUIREMENTS
– To be enrolled within the current academic year.
– Good knowledge of the English language.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
– Academic performance.
– Motivations to participate in the summer school.
– Previous international experiences.
– Quality of the portfolio.

IMPORTANT DATES
20 June 2019: submission deadline
27 June 2019: Colloquium and notification of selected students
10-24 July 2019: summer school

TO APPLY, SEND AN EMAIL BY 20 JUNE 2019 to trans-use@polito.it with the following attachments:
– Covering letter;
– Portfolio;
– Certificate of enrolment at any university degree programs.

The official language of the summer school is English. Participation will NOT result any registration fee for students regularly enrolled at the Politecnico di Torino, Technion and Tsinghua University. Following the active participation in the summer school and the presentation of the final results, 3 ECTS will be credited to students who are regularly enrolled at the Politecnico di Torino.

3 ECTS for students from
Polito

trans-use@polito.it

trans-use@polito.it

promoted by:

POLITECNICO DI TORINO

FUTURE URBAN LEGACY LAB

TECHNION ISRAEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

with the participation of:

Scientific committee: Alberto Bologna, Michele Bonino, Francesca Frassoldati, Liu Jian, Matteo Robiglio
Teaching: Alberto Bologna, Luigi Buzzacchi, Uri Cohen, Yaniv Edri, Francesca Frassoldati, Liu Jian, Ruth Liberty-Shalev, Matteo Robiglio, Tiziana Tosco, Song Yehao, Zheng Xiaodi
Coordinators: Giorgia Cestaro, Laura Martini, Caterina Montiop, Maria Paola Rapatìno
Tutors: Federico Accorsi, Deng Huishu, Giorgia Greco, Ruth Leonov, Marta Mancini, Matteo Migliaccio, Lidia Prati
Participant universities: Politecnico di Torino, Technion Israel Institute of Technology, Faculty of Architecture and Town planning and Tsinghua University, School of Architecture, School of Economics and Management
Participants: 25 students from Politecnico di Torino, Technion, Tsinghua University, and other institutions
Summer school co-funded by Politecnico di Torino (bando summer school 2019)
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